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Abstract—Hiring talent in IT is very essential for 

companies to stay competitive. As more and more aspects 

of human life transform into a digital world, new IT 

positions and new skill sets are appearing. Right now the 

IT industry faces a big problem in the form of its use of 

traditional hiring methods. Traditional Hiring methods 

have been heavily criticized by industry experts. Research 

suggests that traditional hiring methods are stressful to 

candidates in the sense they can cause cognitive load on the 

candidate and decrease their performance, discriminatory 

towards women, seniors, and underrepresented 

candidates, and yet they are being practiced in the 

majority of IT companies. In this research paper, we take 

a look at some of the biggest challenges from Whiteboard 

Interviews to Take Home Assignments that companies face 

during their Hiring process. We will look in-depth at how 

these challenges affect hiring, what their side effects on 

qualified and misrepresented candidates are, and how 

companies can tackle these problems to improve their 

hiring process. 

Index Terms- hiring, stressful, discriminatory, 

performance, Take-Home assignment, interview, 

whiteboard. 

I. Introduction 

 

In today's competitive IT industry, having a well- 

educated and skillful workforce is no longer an 

advantage but a must-have factor for every 

company [1]. Thus hiring the best candidate is a top 

priority for every IT company. Yet the current 

hiring process in IT is full of leaks, and sometimes 

the best candidates are turned down in the process. 

The existing hiring system in IT is flawed [2]. 

The current hiring process is very tiring and 

sometimes frustrating for candidates. Candidates are 

judged on skills that they might not even need in 

their job [3]. Interviews are time-consuming both 

for the companies and the candidates. Candidates 

applying at multiple companies have to reappear for 

the same kind of tests again and again. Technical 

Interviews have a timeline to solve multiple 

problems. While solving the problem the candidates 

are required to talk and explain what they are doing 

for the interviewer to assess the candidate's thinking 

process. But talking and explaining during the 

solving a problem can cause stress to the candidate 

[7][8] and also remove the chance for reflection[6]. 

Aspiring IT job seekers like to think that they are 

being treated fairly during the interview process, but 

neuroscientific studies suggest otherwise [5]. In this 

research paper, we shall study many common 

problems in the Hiring process in IT. We also 

discuss the potential solutions for these problems 

from the company's perspective. 

 

II. Problems and Solutions 

 

Each company has a varied requirement set. 

Companies have a hard time finding the perfect 

candidate. There are flaws in the existing hiring 

process that keeps even qualified candidates away 

from the job. Let's go through some of these flaws. 

 

1. Limited Candidate Pool - 
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Companies post job openings on various online 

platforms like Linkedin, Glassdoor, etc. How many 

people will apply to these job openings depends 

upon various factors such as the brand value, the job 

culture, job description. Even if a company has an 

ample amount of applicants for job openings, the 

number of qualified candidates is less. The number 

of candidates with qualifications to work in IT can 

only meet 50% of the market demands [16]. Thus 

companies need to increase the size of their 

candidate pool. One possible solution for this is to 

hire from within the company itself, promoting 

junior roles to take up more responsibility. 

According to Harvard Business Review, only 28% 

of talent acquisition leaders believe that internal 

candidates can fill up vacancies [9]. 

Another way to increase the number of applicants 

is by making sure that your job description is clear 

and easy to understand. Companies should avoid 

unrealistic expectations in job descriptions because 

that limits the number of potential applicants. 

Organizing hackathons or technical competitions 

can also attract talented candidates. They can also 

improve the business activities of companies by 

finding new ideas, prototypes, or even business 

plans [10][11]. 

Finally, companies should bolster their reputation 

among candidates by promoting diversity, 

maintaining a collaborative work culture, and 

offering eye-catching perks. Evidence suggests that 

more diverse software engineering teams are more 

innovative and productive [12][13][14][15]. 

 

2. Slow Speed of Hiring - Even though companies 

want to hire as quickly as possible, traditional hiring 

methods and untrained hiring staff can slow down 

the hiring speed. Slower hiring speed may give 

candidates the impression that the company is not 

interested in them [17]. It also gives candidates time 

to find a job elsewhere. Thus there is a need to 

improve the speed of hiring. 

One reason why the speed of hiring may be slow 

is that there is an excess amount of unqualified 

candidates applying for a job. This problem can be 

taken care of by setting up realistic base-level 

criteria for applications based on skills and 

 

 

 
experience and quickly rejecting applications below 

that threshold [18]. 

Another way to improve the speed of hiring is by 

using Data-Driven Process to assess candidates and 

hire top-performance engineers[19]. Modern AI and 

ML models can also be used to quickly assess 

applicants [20]. 

One more solution that can speed up the process of 

hiring is to look internally for candidates or use 

referral programs. 

 

3. Less Communication with Candidates - 

Communication is vital in the hiring process and yet 

companies often overlook it. 84% of candidates 

expect a personal email response to acknowledge 

their application. About 36% of them expect to be 

updated throughout the entire process. And yet, only 

26% of employers let candidates know their 

application's status. A majority of candidates base 

their future purchasing decisions on their hiring 

experience [21]. Better communication can not only 

improve the hiring process but bolster the 

company's image. Companies can request feedback 

from candidates about their hiring experience and 

how that could be improved. Communication 

should be done with a little caution and 

professionalism. 

 

4. Everything Wrong with Technical Interview - 

The typical hiring process consists of a whiteboard 

interview where candidates are required to solve 
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multiple technical questions based on Data 

Structures and Algorithms. While this process is 

industry standard, it should be accompanied by 

some kind of skill judgment round. 

A candidate may be great at solving technical 

interview questions that they have crammed over 

the years but that may not translate into real 

software development skills [3]. While they serve as 

a good metric for judging if a candidate can actually 

code or not, which is very important since the 

majority of applicants for software development 

jobs can not code [25], often companies set too high 

standards for these questions which may result in 

them losing a great candidate. Whiteboard 

interviews are also punishing for experienced 

developers who are busy working on real-life 

software development tasks and do not have time to 

cram for a month [3]. Research has shown that 

technical interviews may promote exclusion and 

discrimination, which serves as a barrier to entry for 

qualified underrepresented candidates [24]. 

Technical interviews can also be stressful for the 

candidates [7][8][6] and may be riddled with 

unfortunate bias [5]. 

Let us discuss how companies can improve their 

technical interview process. The technical interview 

process should be changed. First of all, companies 

should reduce the complexity of questions, which 

can be done by avoiding rare data structure-related 

questions. Remember the goal of an interview is to 

know if your applicant can code or not, asking them 

theoretical computer science questions can not 

guarantee their real-world software development 

skills [3]. 

During the technical interview, candidates should 

be allowed to use a Code Editor rather than them 

solving questions on whiteboards since they can be 

intimidating and stressful [26]. By replacing 

whiteboards with IDEs we can remove certain 

biases caused by them [27][24]. 

During the interview candidates should be 

allowed to take small breaks, this can help 

candidates relieve some stress and also increase 

their performance during the interview [28][29]. 

Since talking during solving a problem may cause 

stress and affect the candidate's performance [7][8] 

[6], the candidate should be allowed to choose to 

solve the problem in silence. Once the problem is 

solved then the interviewer can ask questions that 

can help to assess the thinking process of the 

candidate. 

The confidence of a candidate is also an important 

factor that is considered during the technical 

interview. This may not be the best practice because 

research shows that women think less of their 

abilities than they are, whereas men have an inflated 

sense of their abilities. Thus male candidates may 

appear very confident and women candidates may 

look very under-confident, even when their 

qualification and competence is the same [27]. 

Interviewers should be trained with this and similar 

scientific data that may improve their evaluation of 

future candidates and remove unintentional bias. 

Technical Interviews should be followed by a Skill- 

Based Task that the candidate is required to solve 

within a 1-2 hour window. Not to be confused with 

Take Home Assignments which we will discuss 

soon. These skill-based tasks should be short, entry- 

level tasks, such as writing an API call, creating unit 

tests, writing a set of database queries, designing a 

component, etc. These tasks should be timed. And 

they should be conducted after a thorough screening 

of the candidate [33]. These tasks must have a low 

'pass' rate, meaning the tasks should not be daunting 

[31]. Candidates should be monitored during the 

process and encouraged to ask for help from the 

interviewer. They should be allowed to use their 

preferred tools or environments to complete the 

task. 

 

5. Take-Home Assignments - Take-Home 

Assignments are long coding tasks that the 

candidates are required to complete within weeks. 

These assignments have a problem statement that is 

highly relevant to the day-to-day job role in 

question. They are a great way for Hiring Managers 

to evaluate the skills of a candidate and if the 

candidate will be right for the job. They offer 

flexibility to the candidate in the form of tools they 

want to use or the schedule they prefer. But if not 
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conducted in the right way, take-home assignments 

can tarnish the company's image. And recent 

research shows that Take-Home Assignments are 

causing more harm than good [30][31]. 

The three main problems with Take-Home 

Assignments are their timeframe, second their order 

of appearance in the hiring process, and finally the 

way they are conducted. 

Typically Take Home Assignments last for days or 

even weeks. This may make the candidates feel that 

their time is being exploited [32]. In addition to that, 

it slows down the hiring speed. The solution for this 

is companies should reduce the Take Home 

Assignment timeframe to 1 to 2 days and they 

should only be conducted if the company is not 

going or has conducted a technical interview of the 

same candidate. Companies should use take-home 

assignments as a replacement for other parts of the 

interview [33]. 

Take-Home Assignments should only be conducted 

after the initial screening of the candidate is 

completed and the company is genuinely interested 

in the candidate. They should serve as an 

"evaluative" round and not a "screening" round 

[31]. Finally, take-home assignments should have a 

limited scope that is related to the job. But they 

should not be burdensome or too complex. They 

should have a clear objective that can be 

comprehensively evaluated by the interviewer. If 

used properly they can prove to be efficient. 

 

6. Training New Employees - According to a 

study, organizations spend an average of $1250 per 

employee on training and employers dedicate an 

average of 33 hours of training for new employees 

[22]. In addition to these standard fees, employers 

have to incur hidden costs such as equipment fees, 

instruction materials, etc [23]. The cost of training 

can be reduced by modifying the recruitment 

process for selecting highly skilled employees. 

Another solution is for companies to improve 

Employee Retention. Both these ways can help to 

save the cost of training [23]. Training is essential, 

companies should think of it as an investment. But 

should strive to reduce it whenever possible. 

III. Future Work 

 

It is clear from our research that the hiring process 

needs to change and match candidate expectations. 

Companies have started moving from traditional 

hiring methods to new modern methods. Some of 

the hiring trends are illustrated as follows: 
 
 

Around 37% of recruiters are giving importance to 

more diversity in candidates. 35% of recruiters are 

going to focus on soft skills assessment while 34% 

agree that investment in Innovating Interviewing 

tools can be beneficial. About 29% of companies 

are going to use Big Data in their recruitment 

process. 

We feel that there is a need to improve the 

existing methods and streamline them using some 

kind of application or hiring platform. There is a 

need for automation in this area that uses more data- 

driven techniques. This will reduce the time 

required for hiring and also the cost required for 

hiring. The new hiring practices should aim at 

promoting diversity, modern tools, and 

collaboration. 

This area needs more research, and more surveys 

in order to improve for both companies and 

candidates. More and more communication and 

feedback should be encouraged by companies 

regarding their hiring practices. 
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IV. Conclusion V. REFERENCES 
 

Hiring new talent is essential for IT organizations 

to stay competitive. With the modern approaches in 

almost every aspect of IT operations, the Hiring 

process has been left behind. It is intimidating for 

candidates, sometimes stressful and discriminatory. 

The current hiring process results in companies 

missing out on qualified candidates. 

The demand to hire quality IT engineers is only 

going to increase in the future. But currently, there 

are some common hiring problems that many 

companies face. By solving these problems 

companies can hire better and generate more 

revenue. Companies should carefully design the 

hiring process after considering it from the 

candidate's perspective. 

One issue that companies face is the limited 

number of qualified candidates. Companies should 

increase their pool of candidates and should use 

Hackathons and other events to engage bright 

people. Prioritizing internal employees to take up 

senior roles is beneficial. Currently the slow speed 

of hiring costs companies of valuable resources. 

Training the hiring staff and using data-driven 

methods for quick evaluation of candidates can 

increase the speed of hiring. Companies should 

regularly  and  formally  communicate with 

candidates to improve their Interview experience. 

Technical Interviews on a whiteboard are the most 

dreadful part of  today's hiring process.  The 

timeframe and complexity of problems if reduced 

can improve the process. The use of candidates' 

favorite tools to solve a problem could improve 

their performance and cause them less stress. Take 

Home Assignments are a step forward from 

traditional hiring methods but are often exploited by 

companies. If used properly they can give results. 

Expecting your candidate to know everything about 

the job is an overstatement. Training can be very 

beneficial  to  increase your  new employee's 

productivity. 
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